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Abstract—Decompilation, recovering source code from binary, is useful in many situations where it is necessary to analyze or understand software for which source code is not available. Source code is much easier for humans to read than binary code, and there are many tools available to analyze source code. Existing decompilation techniques often generate source code that is difficult for humans to understand because the generated code often does not use the coding idioms that programmers use. Differences from human-written code also reduce the effectiveness of analysis tools on the decompiled source code.

To address the problem of differences between decompiled code and human-written code, we present a novel technique for decompiling binary code snippets using a model based on Recurrent Neural Networks. The model learns properties and patterns that occur in source code and uses them to produce decompilation output. We train and evaluate our technique on snippets of binary machine code compiled from C source code. The general approach we outline in this paper is not language-specific and requires little or no domain knowledge of a language and its properties or how a compiler operates, making the approach easily extensible to new languages and constructs. Furthermore, the technique can be extended and applied in situations to which traditional decompilers are not targeted, such as for decompilation of isolated binary snippets; fast, on-demand decompilation; domain-specific learned decompilation; optimizing for readability of decompilation; and recovering control flow constructs, comments, and variable or function names. We show that the translations produced by this technique are often accurate or close and can provide a useful picture of the snippet’s behavior.

Index Terms—decompilation; recurrent neural networks; translation; deep learning;

I. INTRODUCTION

Decompilation is the process of translating binary machine code into code at a higher level of abstraction, such as C source code or LLVM intermediate representation (IR). Decompilation is useful for analyzing or understanding a program in many situations in which source code is not available. Many developers and system administrators rely on third-party libraries and commercial off-the-shelf binaries with undistributed source code. In systems with otherwise-stringent security requirements, it is necessary to perform security audits of these binaries. Similarly, malware is distributed without source code, but it is vital for security researchers to understand its effects [1], [2]. While new techniques for direct analysis of binary executables have shown promise [3], [4], analysis is generally easier on source code than on binary machine code. It is even often useful for a human to see a small portion of the binary of a program translated to a form that is easier for a human to understand, such as in tandem with an analysis tool such as IDA\textsuperscript{1} or GrammaTech’s CodeSurfer for binaries.\textsuperscript{2}

Unfortunately, useful and natural decompilation is hard. Existing decompilers often produce code that does not conform to standard idioms or even parse, leading to confusion for both human and automated analysis. For example, existing decompilers can produce source code that contains elements that are uncommon or particularly difficult-to-understand, such as \texttt{GOTO} statements or explicit, high-level representations of what are usually under-the-hood memory loads and stores [5]. These elements reduce the usefulness of the decompiled source code because they do not line up with how a developer would reasonably structure or think about a program.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [6] are a useful tool for various deep learning applications, and they are particularly useful in translating sequences. That is, they have been employed in various situations where a sequence of tokens (e.g., words, characters, or symbols) in one vocabulary (e.g., English or French) can be translated to another [7]. They are useful in translating between natural (human) languages, such as in translating from English to French, and in translating from a natural language to other forms of sequences [8]. In recent years, the technology around RNNs and using them for language analysis has advanced greatly, both on the hardware and software side. Increasingly powerful GPUs [9] and even purpose-built hardware [10] have enabled practical use of meaningfully large RNNs [9]. Various generally-available frameworks such as TensorFlow,\textsuperscript{3} Keras,\textsuperscript{4} and Caffe\textsuperscript{5} have enabled researchers to apply deep-learning technologies (such as RNNs) to various problem domains.

Decompilation can be seen as a translation problem. The decompiler needs to translate a sequence of tokens in binary machine code into a sequence of tokens in a higher
level language, such as C source code. Previous work has investigated decompilation using other techniques that were originally used for translating natural languages, such as statistical machine translation [11]. A translation system based on RNNs needs a corpus of training data. The very large amount of publicly-available, open-source code provides a good basis for building a corpus of parallel binary machine code and higher-level source code for training and testing an RNN-based decompiler. Furthermore, additional work using various forms of deep learning, including RNNs, to analyze various aspects of code and programming languages shows that this area has promise [12]–[15].

We propose a novel technique using a model based on RNNs for decompilation. We create a corpus pairing short snippets of higher-level code (C source code) with corresponding bytes of binary code in a compiled version of the program. We train an RNN-based encoder-decoder translation system on a portion of the corpus. The trained model can then accept previously-unseen pieces of binary code and output a predicted decompilation of the corresponding higher-level code. We then test the trained model on snippets of binary that had not been seen in training, evaluating the predicted decompilations based on their fidelity to the original source code.

A major advantage of our approach is that it is general and easily retargeted to different languages. While most existing tools that turn binary machine code into a more human-understandable form are designed specifically for a particular language, our approach is designed to be general and extend to any language for which there is a sufficient corpus of training data. While some domain knowledge of the specific target language is useful in determining the best approach to preprocessing the input data and postprocessing the output, there is nothing in the technique that inherently relies on knowledge of how either the language or the compiler operates.

Another advantage of our approach is that it is well-suited to decompiling small snippets of binary machine code. As mentioned above, a user of a reverse engineering tool such as IDA or GrammaTech’s CodeSurfer may want to see a local translation of a series of bytes into a source language, to give the reverse engineer a more complete understanding of the code. Our approach is ideally suited to working with analysis tools in this way.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

- Adapt encoder-decoder RNN models originally designed for natural language translation to translation between programming language representations, including compiled machine code.
- An evaluation of the utility and speed of RNN-based models for decompilation. The evaluation shows that our technique often provides reasonably quick and understandable snippet decompilation.
- Post processing techniques that improve the effectiveness of RNNs for reverse engineering.
- Identification of useful tokenization schemes to support reverse engineering.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section II explains the general architecture of our system and our procedure for using it. Section III discusses our experimental setup, focusing on parts of the general approach that are specific to our experiments. Section IV presents our results. In Section V, we present several threats to validity. Section VI discusses some of the other work that uses techniques similar to ours or has similar goals. In Section VII we conclude.

II. APPROACH

The following sections introduce our approach to using an RNN-based technique for decompilation and IR lifting:

- An overview of the general procedure (Section II-A)
- Creating a corpus of data (Section II-B)
- Preprocessing the data for use in the RNN-based model (Section II-C)
- Training the model using a subset of the preprocessed data (Section II-D)
- Testing the accuracy of the trained model, using a different subset of data (Section II-E)

These sections set out the general approach, while Section III sets out details of modifications specific to our experiments.

A. Overview

We have developed a technique for using a model based on a recurrent neural network (RNN) as a decompiler. Here we provide a brief primer on recurrent neural networks and design choices specific to the problem of decompilation. In general, we use an existing library to train and validate our models and provide this overview as background.

Unlike traditional neural networks, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have feedback loops, allowing information to persist, which in turn permits reasoning about previous inputs [6]. An unrolled recurrent neural network has a natural sequence-like structure which makes it well suited for translation tasks. There are several variations on RNNs; of
relevance is the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model, which consists of a standard recurrent neural network with memory cells [16] which are well-suited for learning long term dependencies. Prior applications of LSTM-based models have included learning natural language grammars and extracting patterns from noisy data [16].

Our models are based on existing sequence-to-sequence models that make use of RNNs. These and related models are well-suited to tasks that have sequences as inputs and outputs, such as translations, and have been used for many such tasks, from translating natural languages to developing automated question-answering systems [17]. A sequence-to-sequence model is composed of two recurrent neural networks: an encoder, which processes the input sequence, and a decoder, which creates outputs [7]. Further, the sequence-to-sequence model contains a hidden state, \( C \), which summarizes the entire input sequence. As shown in Figure 1, to generate the first source token, the decoder cell relies on the summary, \( C \), of the entire input sequence. Subsequent states are generated based on the previously-generated output tokens, the input sequence summary \( C \), the previous decoder state, and an activation function yielding valid probabilities (in our case, softmax).

Overall, using RNNs for a task like decompilation involves training the model using input data with associated known-good answers, and then validating its correctness. Both tasks involve design decisions related to the structure and handling of the data in question. We address some of these decisions in Sections II-B through II-E and Section III.

Figure 2 provides a simplified overview of the architecture of our RNN-based decompiler. We begin with training input that is drawn from open-source software packages in the RPM Package Manager (RPM) format that contain C source code (Section II-B). We compile those RPMs using a modified compiler based on Clang, which decomposes the source into small snippets that correspond to subtrees of an abstract syntax tree (AST) and then produces a pair for each produced snippet. Each pair consists of strings representing the snippet of source code and the corresponding binary output.

We preprocess the snippets by tokenizing each string (Section II-C) and translating the resulting token list to a list of integers. Preprocessing produces two outputs: (1) a list of integers for each string in the set of pairs and (2) a dictionary of which integers correspond to which tokens in both the higher-level and binary snippets.

We place each pair of lists of integers into one of four buckets, chosen based on the lengths of the lists. Bucketing is an approach for efficiently handling token sequences of different lengths. The reasoning behind using bucketing in this type of model is explained in other sources [18]. For training, we provide the pairs of lists for each bucket to its corresponding encoder-decoder (Section II-D). During training, the encoder-decoder modifies its internal state and does not provide additional output, although we can access some internal state and evaluation metrics used for training.

When we have trained models, we can then use those models to translate binary snippets to the relevant higher-level language (i.e., C source code). See Section II-E. Using the same process of tokenization used in preprocessing and the dictionary generated in the preprocessing step, we turn the binary snippets to be translated into lists of integers. We then provide each list of integers (representing each binary snippet) to the trained encoder-decoder model. The decoder layer outputs a probability distribution for each of the lists of integers (representing binary snippets). We then turn the probability distribution into a list of integers that represents the predicted corresponding higher-level code. We use the dictionary for the higher-level language, generated in the preprocessing step, to turn the list of integers into a predicted higher-level translation.

### B. Corpus Creation

Using an encoder-decoder RNN for translation requires a set of examples of correct translations. In a natural language translation application, the pairs might be pairs of sentences.
that have the same meaning – one in the original language, such as English, and one in the destination language, such as French. For our application, translating binary data to a higher level representation, our pairs are snippets of compiled binary code paired with the corresponding higher level code, such as C source code.

To obtain these pairs of snippets, we create a database by compiling programs using a customized compiler based on Clang and LLVM; this compiler pairs AST trees and subtrees of source code with the binary machine code into which those trees and subtrees compile. From the database of snippet pairs, we used pairs that had 112 or fewer binary tokens and 88 or fewer source code tokens. An explanation of the tokenization of these snippets can be found in Section II-C. The programs are drawn from open source RPMs for Fedora containing C source code. Details of the corpus can be found in Section III-A.

C. Preprocessing

The RNN infrastructure we use is designed to operate on pairs of lists of integers, so we preprocess our snippets to turn them from strings to meaningful lists of integers that the RNN can understand.

Tokenization: The first step, tokenization, turns the snippets, which are represented as strings, into lists of smaller units. We use some domain knowledge in choosing a tokenization scheme, as we must choose one that makes sense for the language. A part of this choice is choosing an appropriate level of granularity. For example, in tokenizing binary code, we have several options. A naïve choice would be to tokenize the binary using only two tokens, as a sequence of ones and zeros. However, this choice would not be the most efficient – it would require keeping large amounts of data; it would require large RNN structures; and it would not take advantage of the system’s ability to deal with a large vocabulary of tokens. As another choice, we could tokenize several bytes into each token. However, given the variety of sequences of bytes that appear in binary code, this tokenization scheme would make it difficult for the RNN to learn which patterns occur frequently at a lower-level.

We tried several tokenization schemes depending on what kind of code we were tokenizing. For source code, we tested tokenizing the text character-by-character, on whitespace, and using a lexer for C source code. Finally, for binary, we tried tokenizing bit-by-bit and byte-by-byte. As a result of an informal parameter sweep, we found the best results tokenizing binary byte-by-byte, tokenizing C source code using a Python-based C lexer.\footnote{https://github.com/eliben/pycparser/tree/master/pycparser} For each token, the lexer provides a string that categorizes the token as, for example, an identifier, a language keyword, a string literal, or a float constant. We use the category strings provided to identify tokens that represent variable identifiers, function identifiers, and string literals. For string literals, we replace the contents of the string with the word, \texttt{STRING}, followed by any format specifiers that appear in the original string. We do this because we anticipate that string literals would be more difficult for the model to get right because they do not follow a regularized pattern; in addition, they are often more easily recoverable by other means. We add the format specifiers because having the correct number and types of format specifiers is essential for compilation. For function identifiers, we keep the 20 most frequently-used function identifiers and replace the others with the word, \texttt{function}. For variables, we keep the 100 most frequently-used variable identifiers, and for the others, we replace each unique identifier used within a snippet with \texttt{var_XXX}, where XXX is an integer counter. For other tokens, we take the tokens as they are. By replacing infrequently used variables, functions, and strings with a canonical placeholder value, we minimize the vocabulary size and allow the RNN to fit more closely to AST sequences instead of overfitting to variable names.

From Sequences of Tokens to Sequences of Integers: We use a standard methodology for turning the training snippet pairs into an input vocabulary the RNN can accept. Looking separately at each set of tokens (i.e., repeating the process separately for the binary tokens and the C source tokens), we rank each unique token according to how frequently it occurs in the training data. For each snippet, we replace each token with an integer corresponding to the popularity rank, up to a ceiling. For less popular tokens, we replace the token with an integer representing “unknown”.

Three additional integer tokens represent unique values in the RNN infrastructure: \_PAD, \_GO, and \_EOS. The integer representing the \_GO symbol is prepended to each integer list representing a target sequence (here, the C code snippets), while \_EOS is appended to the end.

The pairs of integer lists are then categorized into buckets based on length. Buckets allow pairs of similar lengths to be grouped together, for efficiency of the RNN structure. For each bucket, there is a maximum length for binary sequences and a maximum length for target higher-level sequences. Each pair of lists is placed in the smallest bucket for which both binary and target token lists fit. The integer representing the \_PAD symbol is appended to the end of the lists of integers so that all binary snippets in a bucket are the same length and all higher-level snippets in a bucket are the same length. We choose bucket sizes based on the lengths of the pairs of snippets in our training set, allowing for four buckets that contain roughly equal numbers of snippets.

Reading Sequences for the Model: Because of technical limitations relating to the size of memory and our RNN design, we discard some snippets that are too long. The threshold is determined dynamically, based on the composition of the training set and the bucket sizes.

In a final preprocessing step, we reverse the sequence of tokens corresponding to the binary snippet, a technique used by Sutskever et al. in natural language translation \cite{17}.

The pairs of lists of integers representing pairs of snippets are then used to train and evaluate an RNN model. Our training subset consists of a pre-defined number of pairs of binary and

\footnote{https://github.com/eliben/pycparser/tree/master/pycparser}
source tokens corresponding to snippets from the corpus. This subset is selected pseudorandomly.

D. Training

Here, we present a simplified overview of training our system. Conceptually, the encoder-decoder RNN has three parts: an encoder layer, a decoder layer, and a layer or layers in between.

To train the RNN model, we draw a batch of training examples from a given bucket, including both the tokens corresponding to the binary (input) and the tokens corresponding to the higher-level code (C source code). We feed the batch of binary input tokens to the encoder layer of the RNN corresponding to that bucket, while we feed the corresponding batch of higher-level tokens to the decoder layer. The encoder layer embeds the inputs into fixed-size vectors to provide to the decoder layer. The system uses the inputs and outputs to alter the internal state and parameters for all layers. It is this internal state and parameters that the model later uses to perform translations.

A subset of the training examples is held out during training for the model to use for self-evaluation. At intervals during training, the model evaluates itself on these held-out examples and adjusts its parameters and internal state based on performance.

E. Evaluation

Using a separate data set, we evaluate the performance of the trained RNN by feeding the model sequences of binary code. The RNN determines to which bucket the binary input belongs and provides the sequence of tokens as input to the encoder layer of the corresponding trained RNN. When testing the trained RNN, we do not provide inputs to the decoder layer, instead setting a parameter so that the RNN generates outputs from the decoder layer instead. Conceptually and simplifying the details, the encoder layer, using its saved parameters and internal state, turns the binary input tokens into a fixed-length embedding, which it provides to the layer or layers in between the encoder and decoder. The layer or layers in between translates the vector to a different vector to provide to the decoder layer. The decoder layer then generates a series of tokens, corresponding to predicted output in the destination language, C source code.

We compare the tokenized output C source code predicted by the RNN against tokenized known, ground truth values, taking the Levenshtein distance between the two.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we provide details relating to how we implement each step described in Section II.

A. Corpus Creation

We leverage the Clang compiler toolchain and debug information to identify binary code associated with individual abstract syntax tree (AST) subtrees at the operator, expression, statement, and function levels. The code that is represented in snippets at a smaller AST granularity also appears in the appropriate snippets at larger granularity. Using this tool, we create a database of pairs of C source code snippets and corresponding binary snippets. Note that, although we attempt to limit the corpus to C code, there may be a small subset of C++ snippets.

The full corpus contains 1,151,013 pairs, of which 73 are literals, 249,331 are operators, 203,305 are expressions, 649,842 are statements, 47,585, are functions, and 972 belong to other categories.

The corpus of binary and C source code snippet pairs is drawn from the Fedora selections for the MUSE project, a DARPA project to develop software engineering techniques that draw on large amounts of available code.\(^8\) From those RPMs, we select programs that use C source code and compile with minimal modification. We use our custom compiler to associate the AST-appropriate binary snippets to corresponding C source code snippets.

Although larger snippets are in our corpus, because of technical limitations, we limit the length of the snippets we use in training and testing to a maximum number of tokens, the number chosen dynamically. Further details are in the discussion of bucketing in Section II-C.

We compile the corpus on a Fedora 19 virtual machine with Clang 3.7.1 to x86.

B. Training the RNN

We train and test the RNN model on two machines running Ubuntu 14.04.5 and TensorFlow 0.8, each with an Nvidia GeForce GTX 980 Ti GPU. Additionally, both have 12 virtual (6 physical) Intel Xeon CPUs E5-2620 0 @ 2.00GHz. The machine used for the C corpus has 32 GB RAM.

We modify an existing encoder-decoder model, based on the translate.py file, that makes use of the seq2seq model, distributed with TensorFlow version 0.8.\(^9\)

Any RNN-based system has many parameters and hyperparameters that can be adjusted. We conduct an informal parameter sweep and find best performance with the parameters shown in Table I. Note that for some parameters, performance was nearly equivalent for different values of the parameter, in which case we choose for convenience.

We train our models on 758,706 training pairs. We pick bucket sizes dynamically, based on the technical restrictions of the system and the lengths of the tokenized snippets in the training corpus. The bucket sizes and number of snippets per bucket is shown in Table II.

C. Evaluation

We use two evaluation metrics to assess the quality of the C source code generated by our technique. The first metric, perplexity, is based on the RNN’s internal sampled softmax loss function, as described in Jean et al. [19], and is used

\(^8\)http://corpus.museprogram.org

\(^9\)TensorFlow can be found at https://www.tensorflow.org/. The files on which we based our model can be found at https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/tree/v0.8.0rc0/tensorflow/models/rnn/
during RNN training. Perplexity is a common measurement in work relating to RNNs, especially in work relating to models of languages. It is a measure of the accuracy of a probabilistic model in predicting a sample [20]. We use the perplexity measurement as a proxy for RNN performance to determine when to end training.

The second metric, an evaluation of the usefulness of the translations external to the measures used by the RNN, is based on the Levenshtein edit distance between the sequence of tokens in the ground truth source code associated with a given binary sequence and the sequence of tokens output by the RNN. We recognize that this evaluation metric is an imperfect proxy for the usefulness of the decompilation output; we leave a user study to future work.

We have also developed several ‘compilation fixer’ transformations that we run as a post-processing step on the predicted source snippets. While the RNN often gives a prediction close to the structure of the original source code, the prediction does not always observe syntax rules. Our transformations balance brackets, parenthesis, and braces; add missing commas; and delete extra semicolons. These simple transformations can be incorporated into any implementation of an RNN decompiler. However, although these transformations can improve human readability, we have not found them to have a large effect on edit distances. We believe that more sophisticated compilation fixing techniques may have the potential to have a greater effect, but we leave those to future work.

We use two variations on edit distance to evaluate our trained model. First, we look at straight edit distance between the tokens in the prediction and those in the ground truth snippet. In addition, to ensure differences in identifier names and constants do not influence our results, we lex both the output translations and ground truth snippets to obtain sequences of token types. We perform the edit distance calculation between corresponding sequences of token types.

We report the average edit distance for the exact tokens predicted; the average edit distance for the types of tokens predicted; and the percent of predicted token sequences that match the ground truth token sequences perfectly, without post-processing. We report these numbers separately for each bucket and in aggregate for all buckets.

We are aware that other decompilation work uses different metrics, such as BLEU, edit distance ratio, and syntactic correctness ratio [11]. However, we believe that our metrics are more appropriate to our work.

### IV. Results

**RQ1** How does the duration of training and number of examples trained on influence the effectiveness of the RNN for decompilation?

**RQ2** How accurate is the RNN for translating binary data to C code?

#### A. Effects of Different Amounts of Training

**RQ1**: How does the duration of training and number of examples trained on influence the effectiveness of the RNN for decompilation?

Recall that our overall goal is to determine whether an RNN-based setup is useful for decompilation. This question evaluates the subgoal of determining how much training is needed or useful to train an RNN-based model to be effective for decompilation. To answer this question, we take the encoder-decoder-based system described in Section III and run it for binary-to-C-source translation. We train the model with the model with a given number of pairs, after which we pause the training and evaluate the effectiveness of the trained model. Then we continue the training with additional sets of pairs, evaluating after each set.

For this evaluation, we measure accuracy by edit distance between the post-processed predictions and the original ground-truth higher-level snippets, as described in Section III-C. Lower is better, and means that the predicted snippet is closer to the original source code snippet.

For this experiment, we train 9 models, each on pairs of snippets drawn from pools of 25,000, 50,000, 75,000, 100,000, 200,000, 400,000, 600,000, 800,000, and 1,000,000.

We evaluate each trained model on a pre-defined set of test snippet pairs, using the same set for each. We feed each binary snippet to the RNN and record the RNN’s prediction for the C source code.

Figure 3 shows results for translating binary code to C source code. The X axis represents the number of pairs of snippets given to the model for training. The Y axis represents the average token edit distance between the C snippets output by the RNN, and the ground-truth high-level snippets that correspond to the binary fed to the RNN. Results are shown both with and without post-processing and for token values as well as token types.
Note that the graphs show diminishing returns after 200,000 snippet pairs, and even worsening accuracy, after 600,000 snippet pairs. The results produced after this smaller amount of training on 200,000 snippet pairs, taking approximately 65 minutes may be good enough to use in many applications, avoiding the necessity of training the model through a much larger corpus, as suggested by the literature [7], [17].

Also note that the graph shows that the model is significantly more likely to produce output sequences of the correct token types than the exact correct tokens.

### B. Translating Binary to C

**RQ2: How accurate is the RNN for translating binary data to C code?**

Recall that our overall goal is to determine whether an RNN-based setup is useful for decompilation. This question evaluates the effectiveness of the RNN-based setup for decompiling binary to C source code, specifically. To answer this question, we take the encoder-decoder-based system described in Sections II and III and run it on the corpus of preprocessed binary and C source code snippet pairs. We train on 758,706 snippet pairs, of which 152,016 are held out to be used to improve training, taking 243.33 minutes (14599.67 seconds) and test on a pre-defined set of 400 snippet pairs, not contained in the training set.

In this evaluation, we measure accuracy based on the Levenshtein edit distance between the token sequences of the post-processed predictions that our system produces and the tokens in the original ground-truth C source code snippets, as explained in Section III-C. Recall that lower results are better and correspond to translations that more closely resemble the ground truth.

We also measure the percent of snippets that are predicted to have the exact same token sequences as the ground truth. In addition, we report the time taken to train the model and translate the snippets.

Table III summarizes the results. It shows that the edit distance between predicted token sequence and ground truth token sequence, in general, averages 0.7000. Our model performs somewhat better for shorter token sequences than longer token sequences, as shown by the per-bucket performance. The snippets in Bucket 0 are shorter than those in Bucket 1, and so on, as shown in Table II.

The table also shows edit distances for sequences of token types, rather than the tokens themselves. That is, we lex the ground truth token sequence and the translated output token sequence and create a corresponding sequence of token types for each. The table shows significantly improved performance when we use token types. This result suggests that our technique is better at recovering syntactic structure than variable and function names. Although we perform some post-processing on the translated output, we do not present edit distances for those sequences here, because they are not significantly different from the non-post-processed edit distances.

Edit distance can be a non-intuitive measurement, and it does not precisely capture the usefulness of predicted translation outputs. We did not conduct a user study to quantify the usefulness of the results. For these reasons, we present Figure IV, which shows several examples of ground-truth snippets and their corresponding post-processed outputs from the trained model, along with the evaluation metrics for each translation. We picked these examples because they illustrate...
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS ON ONE TRAINED MODEL. A LOWER AVERAGE EDIT DISTANCE IS BETTER. FOR EXAMPLES TO ILLUSTRATE WHAT THESE NUMBERS REPRESENT, SEE FIGURE IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>avg. edit dist.</th>
<th>avg. edit dist. token types</th>
<th>perc. perfect</th>
<th>training time (secs)</th>
<th>translation time (secs)</th>
<th>translation time per snippet (secs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C Source</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>14599.67</td>
<td>202.55</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket 0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket 1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket 2</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket 3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

some of the strengths of the technique that are not necessarily captured in the edit distance metric.

Note that our technique can successfully recover various aspects of the original source code, as shown in the examples in Figure IV:

- In Example 1, the technique correctly predicts that the binary represents a function call, the name of the function called, the structure inside the parentheses that a variable is not equal to another variable, and the variable name, NULL.
- Example 2 recovers the general structure of the statement.
- Example 3 shows the recovery of the assignment of a variable.
- Example 4 shows the recovery of an assignment statement.
- Example 5 shows the recovery of a function call.
- Example 6 shows the recovery of a loop.

In this example, the technique recovers the sequence of token types exactly (i.e., variable identifier, equals sign, function identifier, open parenthesis, variable identifier, closed parenthesis, semicolon).

- In Example 4, the technique reproduces an if statement conditioned on a single variable with a function call in its body, although the details of the body are not precisely correct.
- Example 5 shows the recovery of a for loop. Although the syntax of the for loop is not exactly correct, the model does pick up on some of the semantics. If you consider var_0 to represent the variable node, the translation correctly initializes node to another variable, tests whether node is null, and sets the increment to node->next, even though a portion of the increment happens in the body of the for loop in the ground truth.

These examples show that our evaluation metrics do not fully capture the amount of information conveyed in snippets decompiled using our technique and that our technique shows promise in human-facing scenarios.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

A. The Length of the Snippets

Because of technical limitations, our training and testing snippets are limited in length. Therefore, while our technique performs well at recovering source code from small binary snippets, we cannot handle longer ones. We believe, however, that decompiling short snippets is useful in itself and combined with other techniques to decompile larger portions of the program.

B. Training with only AST-Appropriate Snippets

Our training corpus and testing examples consist of snippets that are entire subtrees of an abstract syntax tree (AST). While we can control the makeup of our training corpus, if we would like to use our technique on binary that we know nothing about, we cannot necessarily determine where the boundaries of subtrees are in the binary. We do not know how well our technique will perform on snippets that represent incomplete subtrees or portions of more than one incomplete subtree.

C. Redundancy in Snippets

Because we use snippets at multiple levels of an AST, there is a chance that a snippet in the training set may be a subset of a snippet in the test set, and vice versa. This threat is mitigated by the use of bucketing, which means that snippets that are significantly different in length are unlikely to be in the same bucket. Because separate RNN models are used for each bucket, it is less likely that the inclusion of one of the snippets in the training set will affect the evaluation of the corresponding snippet.

There is also a risk from redundancy in that we did not ensure that the corpus was free from identical snippets, which means that a snippet that has been a part of the training set may be identical to a snippet included in the test set. However, since our corpus was drawn from real programs, any advantage conveyed by identical snippets may also exist in a real situation in which this approach may be used.

D. Compiler, Machine, and Options Limitations

We obtain our corpus using one compiler on one virtual machine, using one set of compiler options. Specifically, we compile at optimization level zero (-O0). We do not know whether our work will extend to other settings and optimization levels. We also do not know how a model trained on a corpus generated on one machine or with one set of options will perform on binary generated differently.

E. Limits of Experimental Investigation

We make claims that the source code that our technique produces is useful to humans. Although we believe this to be true from our own inspection, we do not conduct a user study to verify these claims, as others have recently done [2].

Studies of the applicability of a technique are naturally limited by the ingenuity and level-of-effort of the performer. The authors are confident that most decisions made in this study are
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Source and Decompiler Output</th>
<th># Binary Tokens</th>
<th>Edit Dist.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 1 Ground Truth: <code>g_return_if_fail(screen_info != NULL);</code></td>
<td>176</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation: <code>g_return_if_fail(var_0 != var_NULL);</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 2 Ground Truth: <code>itr-&gt;e = h-&gt;table[i];</code></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation: <code>var_0-&gt;var_1 = var_2-&gt;var_3;</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 3 Ground Truth: <code>aucBuffer = xfree(aucBuffer);</code></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation: <code>var_0 = function(var_1);</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Ex. 4 Ground Truth: `if (ts) {`  
  `adjusted_timespec[0] = timespec[0];`  
  `adjusted_timespec[1] = timespec[1];`  
  `adjustment_needed = validate_timespec(ts);`  
  `}` | 158 | 0.79 |
| Translation: `if (var_0) {`  
  `function(var_1, var_0->var_2);`  
  `}` | | |
| Ex. 5 Ground Truth: `for (node = tree->head; node; node = next) {`  
  `next = node->next;`  
  `avl_free_node(tree, node);`  
  `}` | 164 | 0.66 |
| Translation: `for (var_0 = var_1) var_0 != var_NULL; var_0 = var_0->var_2 {`  
  `function(var_0->var_3);`  
  `}` | | |

Reasonable and that obvious optimizations and extensions were tried. However, there remain additional untested techniques which may significantly improve the applicability of RNNs to decompilation, specifically the use of structured generation of source code and context.

Constraining the generation of output from the RNN such that only structurally valid parseable source may be emitted has been shown to significantly improve the ability of RNNs to generate source code [13]. We do not evaluate this technique.

Similarly, the use of context in natural language process has been shown to significantly improve RNN translation performance [21]. In many decompilation tasks snippets may appear within a wide context of surrounding machine code. Intuitively this context provides a great deal of information relevant to the decompilation of a machine code snippet including types of variables held in registers and surrounding control-flow constructs. The integration of context into RNN decompilation may also provide for better results than those reported in this work.

Choosing an evaluation metric not directly comparable to those used for other decompilation work prevents us from claiming that our decompilation technique outperforms others.

### VI. Related Work

#### A. Traditional Decomposition

Traditionally, decompilers operate in several stages: (1) parse and disassemble the binary into a machine-neutral intermediate representation, attempting to replace compiler idioms with higher-level operations; (2) use data-flow and type analysis to transform intermediate representation into control-flow structures; (3) translate the control-flow structures into source code. Đurfina et al. provides an outline of the history of decompilation [22].

In recent years, research has focused on the control-flow structuring stage of decompilation [1], [5], [22]–[25]. Yakdan et al. [5] introduce pattern-independent control-flow structuring, a technique capable of performing semantics-preserving transformations which produce structured source code with reduced numbers of \textsc{GOTO}s, which can appear in traditionally-decompiled code.

Because our technique leverages human-written source code for training, we are able to generate code which is often less idiosyncratic than code created by traditional decompilers. In addition, by focusing at a lower-level, our technique may be used in conjunction with other decompilation techniques that generate structure: the other techniques can suggest a high-level structure, while our technique can fill in lower-level pieces with more useful code.

Other recent decompilation work has focused on modeling complex instruction set architecture semantics by leveraging compiler knowledge. Hasabnis and Sekar’s approach uses machine learning and achieves great success at lifting binary code to their intermediate representation [26].
B. Related Techniques for Source Code

A wide variety of software engineering problems are being attacked with “Big Code” and machine learning. JSNice and JSNaughty use a large corpus of publicly-available Javascript code to predict identifier names and type annotations in obfuscated Javascript programs with high accuracy [27], [28].

The research of Caliskan-Islam et al., into identifying authorship of compiled binaries based on coding style indicates that there is a strong relationship between human-written source code style and even highly-optimized compiled code. This work indicates that using machine learning on the binary machine code in conjunction with its corresponding source code may provide machine-useable insights on how to write code like a human [29].

Recent work by Levy and Wolf focuses on using neural networks to align snippets of source code to the corresponding compiled code, which can also be used in conjunction with our technique [30].

Madison and Tarlow focus on generative models of natural source code. Their work has applications for source code autocompletion, mining and understanding API usage patterns, and enforcement of coding conventions. Their trained model has demonstrated success in completing partial programs and observing proper syntax rules [13]. By leveraging their result, we could constrain the RNN to only generate parseable sequences of tokens; this should have a very significant impact on the quality of the generated output.

Mou et al. propose a method for building vector representations of programs, as a basis for using deep learning for program analysis [31]. Van Nguyen et al. propose using vector representations of programs for retrieval of API examples [15]. Some of their techniques may be applicable in conjunction with our work.

Others have used statistical machine translation, another technique used for translation of human languages, for decompilation [11], [32], [33].

C. Related Techniques in Natural Language Translation

While neural machine translation demonstrates promise, Bahdanau et al. note that, because a traditional encoder-decoder neural network must compress all the necessary information for the source sentence into a fixed-length vector, performance may suffer, especially for longer sentences [34]. Bahdanau et al. propose an extension which learns to align and translate jointly. We would like to leverage this technique for decompilation as, especially with compiler transformations enabled, source code may be elided or relocated in the compiled binary.

We believe that this approach is useful both in itself and in combination with other decompilation techniques.

In addition, our model can be extended to any other language or platform for which there exists a sufficient corpus of paired binary machine code snippets and higher-level language snippets. We believe expansions to other languages such as LLVM intermediate representation, and other types of binary code such as MIPS binaries and other types of firmware binaries, would be successful.

We performed some initial experiments translating binary machine code snippets to LLVM intermediate representation (IR). Although our initial LLVM IR results were not as good as the results for translation to C source, the translations showed promise. We believe there may be several reasons for the difference in performance. We used a very simple tokenization scheme for the LLVM IR data, while we used a much more sophisticated tokenization scheme for the C data. For example, we did not do the equivalent in LLVM IR of normalizing variable and function names in the C data. Anecdotally, we observed that the normalization improves results in the C data.

We would like to see further work in using an RNN-based technique for decompilation at a larger level. Our work is limited to small snippets of code because of the technical limitations of our setup and hardware, but we believe that similar techniques can be applied to larger snippets. Furthermore, we believe it is worth investigating whether a modified version of the approach can lead to recovery of higher-level program structure from binary. This higher-level approach, used together with the low-level approach discussed in this paper, may allow decompilation of much larger program units.
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